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Short Term Rentals
Most of you will have already heard the City of Palm Springs passed Ordinance No. 1918 in March of
this year having to do with vacation rentals. Most of the provisions began April 16, 2017 and effect
rentals of less than 28 days. Our Association has had a minimum tenancy of five (5) days for a number
of years. While we receive complaints from owners or neighbors that some owners are not following
our minimum stays, enforcing that provision has always been a challenge.
In order to improve communications between neighbors, the City of Palm Springs has established a
new 24 x 7 Vacation Rental Hotline to deal with complaints. The Hotline Number is (760) 322-8383.
A memo has been placed at each pool area with information on where to call and what information is
required. It specifically states the caller is not required to identify themselves.
The most frequent complaints the Association receives has to do with loud noise around the pools,
glass bottles and an excess of people utilizing a single unit. The new ordinance is very specific on
Noise Complaints and Occupancy Limits. For these rental units that must be registered with the city,
the rules are actually more strict than some of our Rules and Regulations for the complex. We
understand Compliance Officials will come to the complex to follow up on calls to the Hotline and will
be checking for permits and other documents required to be posted in the unit. Such documents
include a Good Neighbor Brochure/City Manager Statement of Rules & Regulations which must be
signed by all guests and posted by the doors in the unit. Non-compliance with the ordinance and lack
of obtaining a Transient Occupancy Tax Permit, etc., can lead to substantial monetary fines.
The 21 page ordinance is very specific on the required Transient Occupancy Tax Permit, Homeowner
Certificate Application for new vacation rentals and a 45 day application waiting period wherein
renting or advertising is prohibited. It is also rather specific on requirements for the number of
bedrooms and the actual requirements of a bedroom which is stated as “120 square feet and greater in
size, consist of four walls to the ceiling, at least one of which is located along an exterior wall with a
window, and contains a built-in closet”.
In this brief overview of the ordinance, you can see it is rather complex and completely changes how
rental units are maintained in the city of Palm Springs. To eliminate any potential fines and penalties,
we recommend you review thoroughly the ordinance with changes that effect short term rentals. The
website is listed below and is a good place to start for information. If you rent your unit for less than
28 days, check this out ASAP.
http://www.palmspringsca.gov/government/departments/vacation-rentals
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Landscape Changes
Over the past few years we have taken advantage of grants from the Desert Water Agency and the City of Palm
Springs to assist us in the cost of conversation from acres of thirsty green grass to more drought resistant desert
landscape. It has been our goal to eliminate grass where we can and still maintain a pleasant looking area
around the outside of our 13 acres. We also want to continue to maintain green grass in the pool area as long as
we can. Our water usage has dropped substantially due to the planting changes along with the methods of
watering. Even though the water rates have jumped each year, our water usage has dropped so we have not
been penalized for over usage.
What may be the final grants from the Desert Water Agency were obtained very recently for the revisions
completed along Broadmoor Drive. Although it may look barren now, the planting will soon fill out and look
more like the longer-term planting along Palm Canyon Drive. We are continuing to make changes to some of
the areas along Waverly Drive as well as we are still dealing with dog walkers using our green grass from
across the street.

Common Area - It’s Not Your Back Yard
We need to remind everyone, the Association is responsible for maintaining all common areas which includes
all landscape areas. That common area outside your unit is not yours, it is not your back yard and it is not yours
to modify or change. Most specifically, the common landscape areas are not to contain any personal items such
as statues, decorative items, potted plants or different plantings. Landscape personnel have been requested to
remove anything that is added other than what has been planted by them. The same restrictions apply to
hallways an entry ways, most importantly due to safety of trip hazards. Blocking such walkways can hinder
ease of entry and per the Palm Springs Fire Department. Please clarify any question you may with the onsite
office.

Complaining About Neighbors
If you contact management about a problem with a neighbor owner or owner’s tenant or guests, we may ask that
you put your complaint in writing. “Why? you ask. Many times, when we attempt to follow through and get
involved with people within the complex, we hear a totally different story than what was originally reported.
When checking back with the initial complaint, facts change which leads us to be put in a very bad light. We
are here to assist you so if a complaint sounds like something we need to get involved with, please understand
why you may be asked to put your complaint in writing - with your name.

Onsite Office
Just the usual reminder, Ray is in the onsite office most every weekday mornings for any questions you may
have regarding your unit or something having to do with the complex. There is no need to wait for a board
meeting. Any question you have can be taken care of during the week while he is in the office or by leaving a
message at the office telephone (760) 324-4835. He will return your call that morning or during the following
business day. Should there be any emergency and he is not available - only something you would need to
call 911 for - you can call the Personalized Property Management at (760) 325-9500 and someone will assist
you.
Respectfully,
On behalf of the Board of Directors
David J. Meyer
President and Treasurer
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